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The studies are aimed at performing a temperature analysis of a drawing 

process of fine wire, 0.295MT mm in diameter, and developing a drawing sequence 

with minimum wire surface temperatures in fine drawing dies. 

We developed the fine drawing process for wire 0.295МТ from wire stock, 1.85 

mm in diameter, steel 100, to reduce wire breakage during stranding of steel cords 

2x0.295MT. The development factored into a reason for steel cord breakage during 

stranding, lying in overstrengthening of the wire surface during fine drawing as a 

result of dynamic deformation aging of wire steel, depending on wire temperature in 

drawing mill dies, among other factors. 
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The phenomenon of deformation aging of steel lies in the interaction between 

impurity atoms C, N, and H with dislocation centers. This interaction limits mobility 

of dislocations in grains of the steel structure, reducing ductility of steel. The 

phenomenon of deformation aging is limited by decreasing drawing temperature. 

Deformation temperature can be decreased only with a decrease in the rate and 

degree of deformation. Maximum deformation temperatures during drawing occur 

on the wire surface, where heating energy depends on energy generated from 

internal and contact friction. Therefore, it is required to reduce the loss of ductility 

of the wire surface layers, which receive maximum mechanical loads during steel 

cord stranding, causing the propagation of cracks in steel cord wire. 

Following the adopted physical principle of designing a drawing sequence, we 

determined die diameters and analytically calculated wire surface temperature in the 

proposed drawing sequence (Fig.1) at a drawing speed of 8 m/s. 

A further search for ways to decrease wire temperature by a numerical 

simulation of wire deformation in dies led to the following result: reducing the die 

bearing to 0.3 of the die diameter entailed a decrease in temperature by 25% in the 

first double die and by 25% in the second double die compared with the die, having 

length of the die bearing of 0.5 of the die diameter. Wire is colder by 18% between 

double dies with a shorter die bearing compared with the existing option, having a 

die bearing of 0.5 of the die diameter. 

The analytical and numerical calculations of temperature values were proved 

with measuring surface temperature of wire, exiting the drawing mill. 
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Fig.1 – Wire surface temperature change tni in ℃ depending on fine drawing  

die number i (29 dies, including double dies) 
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